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GLOSSARY
TechNative. A person who understands social networking sites and knows how to care
for them in such a way that allows interconnectedness with their relationships.
TechNatives consistently use social networking to push out their own content as
well as engage, share, encourage, and promote others’ content.
Technefication. The art or craft of utilizing technology to engage in spiritual practices,
particularly the practice of fusing Scripture with everyday life.
Technefy. To integrate technology and social networking into spiritual practices, thus
unifying them.
TechNomad. A person who roams from device to app to interface, never putting down
roots or wondering why it matters. TechNomads wander around social
networking sites but don’t understand how to utilize them in a way that is
intentional and encouraging to their real relationships. The TechNomad uses
technology in a bifurcated way, dividing technology and real life.
Technovide. The practice of dividing and withdrawing from technology.
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ABSTRACT
This dissertation claims there is an underutilization of technology in the church
resulting in the bifurcation of the sacred and secular and asserts that the church needs to
leverage the power of mobile devices to integrate spiritual practices and everyday life.
Section 1 enters the discussion of technophobia and its effect on relationships with God
and with others. Section 2 names a few ways the church has attempted to help people
integrate spiritual practices into their daily lives through hiring a Spiritual Formation
Pastor, encouraging involvement in small groups, and developing Bible apps. These
attempts have taken great steps forward; however, there is still a need for further
integration into everyday life. Section 3 proposes reclaiming the original definition of
techne, art or craft, in technology as it relates to spiritual practices. I propose the idea that
spiritual practices can be technified so technology and social media are integrated into
spiritual practices, thus unifying them. Sections 4 and 5 outline the specifications of a
website designed to demonstrate the process of technefication using Scripture and photos
from our photo streams. The artifact itself is a website of technefication, which combines
ScriptureTags, hashtags, photos, and short devotions to produce images that are personal
to users, encourage them to see God’s promises in their daily lives, and are memorable to
them.
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SECTION 1: BIFURCATION

Introduction

Rick has been going to church his whole life. He is 22 and studies religion at the
university where I work as the college pastor. Rick was active in his youth group growing
up and went through confirmation. Rick wants to know the Bible better. Rick has heard
hundreds of sermons and has been a part of many different Bible studies, but he still
doesn’t feel like he knows the Bible. As a senior, Rick will take a non-graded Bible
proficiency exam that allows the university to know how well students are being trained
in knowledge of the Bible. Rick is a great student, and his passion to know the Bible
better is evident to everyone he meets. However, for Rick, studying the Bible and
learning about the context of Scripture has become an activity done in the classroom, in
the church or in a Bible study. Rick is living a bifurcated life where Scripture belongs in
certain settings but not in others.
I have had the privilege of teaching and walking with Rick for the past four years.
One day in a Bible study I was teaching on Psalm 46, and I invited the students to share
what part of the passage they wanted to remember the rest of the day. Rick shared Psalm
46:1 which says, “God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble.”1 Rick
shared that this was one of his favorite verses in the Psalms, and he finds comfort in it,
but often forgets about it as he goes through his day-to-day activities. I invited the group
to pull out their phones and look for a photo that reminded them of the verse from Psalm
46 that they wanted to carry with them throughout the day. Rick opened up his phone to a
1

Ps. 46:1 (Today’s New International Version).

1

2
photo he had taken the summer before in Brazil of the statue Christ the Redeemer. As
different students shared their photos and why that photo reminded them of the Scripture
they wanted to carry, Rick’s face lit up. He said, “Now when I close my eyes, I literally
see the statue in Brazil and the Scripture in Psalm 46:1. It’s like I can’t see one without
seeing the other.”2 The image and the verse had been fused together in Rick’s life.
Technology bridges the gaps in people’s lives so they can remember the things
that inspire them. The underutilization of technology in the church results in a bifurcation
of sacred and secular in life. For too long there has been a separation between church and
technology. This dissertation intends to build a small rope bridge between the two.
We must first acknowledge the issues brought forth by the evolution of
technology in recent years. When computers were the size of Sherman Tanks3, a very
select group of people had access and the knowledge to operate them. Then the CPU
shrunk into a palm-sized device the masses had the ability to possess and operate. Peter
Diamandis said:
Right now, a Masai warrior on a mobile phone in the middle of Kenya has better
mobile communications than the president did 25 years ago. If he's on a smart
phone using Google, he has access to more information than the U.S. president
did just 15 years ago. If present growth rates continue, by the end of 2013, more
than 70% of humanity will have access to instantaneous, low-cost
communications and information.4
With such a drastic change in a short amount of time, the church has lagged in getting
involved with technology. This is largely a result of technophobia, which expresses itself
in relationships with other people as well as with God.
2

Conversation with a college student, November 7, 2013.

3

Leonard Sweet, e-mail message to author, August 27, 2013.
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Peter Diamandis, “The Future is Brighter Than You Think,” TEDTalk Tuesdays, May 6, 2012,
accessed August 29, 2013, http://www.cnn.com/2012/05/06/opinon/diamandis-abundance-innovation.
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Technophobia negatively affects relationships. Shane Hipps writes, “Electronic
culture disembodies and separates us from those closest to us.”5 Hipps assumes the use of
technology hinders relationships rather than strengthens them. For many, this is the
prevailing thought, but I could not more adamantly disagree. I refer to people who use
technology in thoughtless ways as TechNomads. They roam from device to app to
interface, never putting down roots or wondering why any of it matters. Often,
TechNomads wander around social networking sites but don’t utilize them in a way that
is intentional and encouraging to their real relationships. TechNomads use technology in
a bifurcated way, separating technology and real life. What they’re missing is that
technology can actually encourage their real relationships. Social networking has the
potential to reinforce real life experiences. For example, when a baby is born, friends and
family express the new family’s importance by visiting the hospital. And a few days later,
when the baby’s picture posts to Facebook, a friend might comment, “It’s beautiful to see
her eyes open, she has grown so much in just a few days!” This intentional activity on
Facebook actually strengthens the relationship by reinforcing this life experience.
Technophobia also expresses itself in people’s relationships with God. A common
perspective is that technology and social networking distract from spiritual practices. Ken
Funk writes, “Perhaps the greatest danger of technology is its capacity to distract us from
God and His kingdom. In its incredible capacity to realize the lower good of the human
and non-human creation, technology can divert us from the highest good.”6 Religion is

5

Shane Hipps, Flickering Pixels: How Technology Shapes Your Faith (Grand Rapids, MI:
Zondervan, 2009), 107.
6

Ken Funk, “Technology and Christian ‘Values,’” September 1, 1999, accessed December 5,
2013, web.engr.oregonstate.edu/~funkk/Technology/index.html#technology.
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about binding people together to God, and anything that distracts defeats that bond.
Erling Hope writes that the “etymological tension” between the two words religion and
distraction illustrates this conflict: “‘Re-ligio’ [is] to bind together again; ‘dis-tractio’ [is]
to tear apart.”7 If the church views technology as a distraction and therefore something
that is in conflict with its very ethos, the natural tendency is to fear it.
At the church I attend, we had a two-month series centered on the very idea that
technology is hurting real relationships. The congregation was encouraged to delete
social networking apps from their phones so they would be less tempted to be distracted
and more focused on intentional time with God. At one point, the pastor commented that
rather than posting on Facebook that you were praying for someone, you should just
spend that time praying for them. Technovide, the practice of dividing and withdrawing
from technology, is what many Christian leaders teach in order to focus on spiritual
practices. Lynne M. Baab highlights the common tension in the church in regards to new
technology and social networking: “It is no accident that many of the negative articles
about Facebook and Twitter are written by people who don’t use them. The
fingerpointing I’ve observed with respect to new communication technologies is a form
of looking at the speck in someone else’s eye while ignoring the log in our own.”8 In this
environment, the common thought is to divide and conquer – give up technology and
experience God. Baab references Matthew 7:3-5, where Jesus says, “Why do you look at
the speck of sawdust in someone else’s eye and pay no attention to the plank in your own
eye? How can you say, ‘Let me take the speck out of your eye,’ when all the time there is
7

Erling Hope, “Between God and Google: Reflections on the Technology Project of the Society
for the Arts, Religion and Contemporary Culture,” Crosscurrents (June 2012): 240, accessed December 4,
2013, EBSCOhost.
8

Lynne M. Baab, Friending: Real Relationships in a Virtual World (Downers Grove, IL: IVP
Books, 2011), 50.
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a plank in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and
then you will see clearly to remove the speck form the other person’s eye.” Jesus is
addressing judgment as a posture that divides people from one another. To follow Jesus is
to abandon this “judgment first” posture in favor of unity and community.

Technophobia

Many approach technology with a need to fully know the implications before they
are willing to engage in it. Yet technology demands an experiential approach to learning,
not just a head-knowledge about it. We find the root of the problem in the exploration of
the Greek word for “knowledge”—gnosis. The original understanding of gnosis included
both head knowledge and experiential knowledge, but over the years it has become more
about a spiritual sense of head knowledge and less about the practical application of that
knowledge.
As a society we have a tendency to fear the unknown. Therefore, when people
feel as though they don’t know technology—how to use it or what its implications are—it
causes some level of fear. The way many people deal with the things they fear is to label
them. In the church the tendency is to label technology as secular. Bronislaw Szerszynski
states, “Technological changes involve cultural changes as well, so there might be many
reasons why religious communities might be cautious about any such technological
changes.”9 It’s easier to label and bifurcate the things we fear or don’t understand rather
than experience and learn.
9

Peter Manley Scott, “The Sacred and Technology: An Interview with Bronislaw Szerszynski,”
Ecotheology 11.2 (2006): 187, accessed December 4, 2013, EBSCOhost.
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People often feel that until they fully understand technology, they can’t utilize it.
However, the original intent of gnosis celebrates experiential knowledge as well as head
knowledge. Aristotle once said, "For the things we have to learn before we can do them,
we learn by doing them."10 The very nature of technology demands inclusion of an
experiential form of knowledge, called noetics. The insistence on prior head knowledge
of technology before use leads to technophobia. The result of technophobia is paralysis
caused by wanting the head knowledge to be perfect before taking action. Technology
can’t be known unless it is experienced. In a discussion about developing video games,
John Radoff writes, “Some of your interface will be new to the players. That’s normal in
any game and important if your players are to have the sort of exploratory experiences
that will also be memorable. The trick is to make it so that the learning process is so
transparent that they don’t even realize they’re learning something new.”11 It is important
to explore this idea in order to learn how the church might know and utilize technology to
engage in spiritual practices.
Change is a common reality for humanity, yet it is deeply feared and
misunderstood. Change in the church is an even more feared reality. Eric Qualman
writes, “FEAR [False Evidence Appearing Real] is an acronym borrowed from SCUBA
diving. When things change under 100 feet of water, it’s not the most technical diver that
is the best off in that situation. It’s the diver that doesn’t panic and create FEAR…Who in
business [or the church] can remain calm and keep their heads when the environment

10

Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, trans. David Ross and Rev. Lesley Brown, Oxford World
Classics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 23.
11

Jon Radoff, Game On: Energize Your Business with Social Media Games (Indianapolis: Wiley
Publishing, Inc., 2011), 299.
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around them changes rapidly?”12 Many want to be a part of a church that can change on a
dime as long as they can continue doing what they like. Being raised in the church during
the “worship wars” has left me scarred. One church I attended used transparencies on an
overhead projector for worship songs and became deeply divided over the new
perspective of introducing a video projector into the service and retiring the transparency
system. Those in favor of the video projector wanted worship to be pre-arranged and
organized so that one song could flow into the next without any lag time between the start
of the song and the words being up on the screen. The transparency system was simple: a
woman (at our church, my mom) would exchange a transparency as one song ended and
another started. The woman needed to name that tune with just a few beginning notes
(something my mom was amazing at). The spontaneity of worship that could change on a
dime was “spirit-filled” and would only be hindered by having to have a predetermined
order of worship. In this assembly of the saints, order of worship could not be
predetermined or it would undermine all “true” worship. Each side was supported with
Scripture, tradition, and passion, and in the end the change to the video projector
occurred. Within months the controversy smoothed over; the video projector remained,
and the worship continued to be spirit-filled. Why was the change so deeply resisted?
People are not naturally good at change. It is natural to fear the unknown and find
strength in the “way it has always been.” M.J. Ryan explains, “We expect too much of
ourselves and we expect to change overnight. When that doesn’t happen, we resign
ourselves to staying the same, convinced that we are hopeless, weak, or unmotivated—

12

Erik Qualman, Socialnomics: How Social Media Transforms the Way We Live and Do Business
(Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2009), 201.
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which makes us even more stuck.”13 Change has equaled progression and an increase in
the quality of life. But people have allowed the past to predetermine their future when
this is merely the result of a lazy brain—one that chooses the path of least resistance. For
example, when it comes to a better diet and exercise, it seems like I always choose the
path of least resistance: time spent on the couch and ice cream daily. A lazy brain resists
anything new; it is hardwired for consistency over change. And, according to David
DiSalvo, “our stubbornness goes deeper than we think. Neuroscience research is
revealing that the state of not being certain is an extremely uncomfortable place for our
brains to live: The greater the uncertainty, the worse the discomfort.”14 The human brain
is conditioned to repeat what it knows because it’s easier to process and has fewer
hurdles than routing a new path.
In the case above, rather than realize spirit-filled worship is possible with a
predetermined song list, it was easier to repeat the pattern of spontaneity. The people
thought the change meant no more spirit-filled worship. I believe their brains were being
lazy and not wanting to truly evaluate the issue. As DiSalvo writes,
Our brains will tend toward a default position that places greatest value on
avoiding loss, lessening risk, and averting harm. Our brains have evolved to do
exactly that, and much of the time we can be thankful they did. However, these
same protective tendencies (what I am calling the tendencies of a ‘happy brain’)
can go too far and become obstacles instead of virtues. Our challenge is to know
when to think and act contrary to our brain’s native leanings.15

13

M. J. Ryan, This Year I Will…How to Finally Change a Habit, Keep a Resolution, or Make a
Dream Come True… (New York: Broadway Books, 2006), 4.
14

David DiSalvo, What Makes Your Brain Happy and Why You Should Do the Opposite
(Amherst, NY: Prometheus Books, 2011), 31.
15

Ibid., 23.
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The brain will always take the path of least resistance. Even if the new path is better,
faster, and easier, the brain will naturally follow the path that it has always known.
The path of least resistance leads to a kind of skepticism of new technology. This
skepticism is demonstrated by the late adaption to new technology. As a recovering late
adapter, I had asked skewed questions of technology that focused on what would be lost
in the adaption. My determination to question, however, depended on the medium of the
technology. There were some technological mediums I assumed were okay, and I adapted
without question. For instance, when Nike developed shoes with cushioned heels, I
readily accepted the expertise behind this new technological development. For over a
decade, I coveted every new Nike shoe because I accepted them as the latest and greatest
technology as well as a brand I could trust. But in reality the technology of these shoes
hurt me far more than the change from a flip phone to a smartphone. To illustrate, let’s go
back to the beginning.
In the beginning humans were made in the image of God, and the first kind of
deceit was that humanity could be like God. In Genesis the serpent tells the woman, “For
God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God,
knowing good and evil.”16 It was the first time humankind drifted from listening to the
image inside to listening to an outsider —an “expert” on how to be like God. The serpent
was the first expert providing advice, not on how to follow God, but how to be like
God—not by some dramatic new change but only by augmenting the rules slightly. The
consequence for this breech of covenant was the curse, “And I will put enmity between
you and the woman, and between your offspring and hers; he will crush your head, and

16

Gen. 3:5.
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you will strike his heel.”17 The striking of the heel ever since has been very painful—
especially for runners. About thirty years ago, Nike attempted to remedy the issues
related to heel striking by inventing shoes with many millimeters of cushion. The experts
at Nike figured that by cushioning the heel strike, runners could enjoy running longer,
faster, and with less energy. They were incorrect. The comfort of the shoes only numbed
the immediate pain of the heel strike. Dr. Irene Davis, director of the Running Injury
Clinic at the University of Delaware, comments, “We’ve seen tremendous innovations in
motion control and cushioning. And yet the remedies don’t seem to defeat the
ailments.”18 The damaging force of the strike remains through their attempts at
cushioning. Nike is not evil, but only trying to help people avoid pain. In the same way,
many experts in the church attempt to help people avoid pain by cushioning the original
heel strike and lessening its consequences.
People blindly accepted the technology in their shoe but blamed the technology in
their phone for their distraction when in reality, the real pain and suffering was caused by
striking their heel–literally and figuratively. Even before the arrival of the smartphone,
people weren’t living integrated lives. The smartphone gave them something to point to
and say, “That’s the reason we don’t live integrated lives.” Rather than changing, it is
easier to stay the same and point fingers at the people chasing new technology. Leonard
Sweet writes, “The recipe for life with Jesus involves being willing to adapt and apply his
life and his parables to an ever-changing and multifaceted world.”19 Apple, as a company,
17
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Gen. 3:15.

Christopher McDougall, Born to Run: A Hidden Tribe, Superathletes, and the Greatest Race the
World Has Never Seen (New York: Vintage Books, 2009), 171.
19
Leonard Sweet, Viral: How Social Networking Is Poised to Ignite Revival (Colorado Springs:
WaterBrook Press, 2012), 222.
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has mastered the art of creating buzz around the release of their new technology, and their
followers wait in long lines to be “first adapters” of the new technology. Society has
pockets of people doing this when, by and large, the new technology just enhances what
these people have already been doing. Why stand in line to change? There is a hope that
more of life can be integrated into a mobile device, creating more fun, organization, and
community.
When the iPhone was first rumored to be released, it was nicknamed the “Jesus
Phone”20 for its ability to provide an abundant life by taking care of all one’s needs in one
device. The first reaction of the majority of churches wasn’t to leverage the power of this
device, but to rebel against it. This reaction raises a concern within faith communities. As
Sweet writes, “My concern is not the effect that evolving technology has on faith, but
how culture (of which technology is a part) shapes Christian beliefs and forms biases, and
the way Christianity is practiced in the context of culture.”21 Trapped by the bifurcation
of gnosis, the church was unwilling to enter into an experiential knowledge with the
iPhone and waited to see what was going to happen with it first. The initial tone
regarding the iPhone was not a positive sound. It was more like the beeping that occurs
when a phone is left on the charging base, but the lever isn’t pushed down. The beeping
warns that there is no connection. The beeping continued in the church community, and
not much effort was made to explore how the iPhone could help people actually follow

20

Defamer, “Short Ends: The Jesus Phone Finally Arrives,” Gawker (blog), January 9, 2007,
accessed September 3, 2012, http://defamer. com/hollywood/short-ends/short-ends-the-jesus-phone-finallyarrives-227604.php, quoted in Heidi A. Campbell and Antonio C. La Pastina, “How the iPhone Became
Divine: New Media, Religion, and the Intertextual Circulation of Meaning,” New Media Society 12 (May
2010): 1192, accessed September 3, 2012, http://dx.doi.org/10.1177/1461444810362204.
21

Sweet, Viral, 22.
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Jesus. Instead, the emphasis was on how it would limit a person’s ability to connect with
Jesus, and “iPhone” became a target. As John Voelz writes, “Oftentimes, technologies
and inanimate objects become the target of the church’s angst and an easy scapegoat on
which we can lay our deficiencies that keep us from our mission—that is to say, Jesus’
mission.”22 This is the seed of technophobia—making technology the scapegoat for
personal deficiencies in spiritual practices because of a fear of its unknown edges.

TechNomads

Technology has a unique platform for interconnectedness. In this
interconnectedness, many fear the erosion of face-to-face relationships. Because of the
missing links of body language, tone, touch, and verbal pacing, electronic communication
is deemed impersonal and many fear true meaning is lost. Some fear technology’s
influence on society and are reluctant to travel down the road of Facebook, Twitter, and
Skype. Writing about technological determinism, Lynne M. Baab states,
This school of thought asserts that the communication technologies we use
determine the way we use them; each communication technology has its limits,
and those limits shape the messages and ultimately shape the person sending the
messages as well. Much of the negative discourse about online communication
comes from the technological determinist perspective. Because cell-phone texting
and most Internet communication eliminate nonverbal cues that convey emotion,
technological determinists are deeply concerned that significant aspects of human
communication are missing when certain communication technologies are used.23

22

John Voelz, Follow You, Follow Me: Why Social Networking is Essential to Ministry
(Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2012), 57.
23

Baab, 15.
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The path of the technological determinist does not encourage forward movement in the
current technological culture. Having people use their phones in church was unthinkable
ten years ago. But now more people have phones that are used for so much more than just
making phone calls. Ryan Torma and Paul Emerson Teusner write, “Users can read
biblical texts and listen to sermons out of the home or office. Others can use their iPhones
as meditative device to prepare for Confession by creating a digital log of their sins and
then bring their iPhones to the confessional.”24 For the technological determinist,
technophobia forced the divide between technology and the church’s understanding of
what it meant to be in relationship with people, but perhaps times are changing.
A perfect example of barring technology from ministry comes from my own
journey with social networking. When Twitter first arrived on the college campus where I
work, I was immediately opposed. I fully embraced the concept of the TechNomad–that
technology and social networking were destructive to real relationships–and I actually
preached against Twitter in a presentation to incoming parents and students. I used video
of handmade storyboards to communicate my message on how Twitter was not a good
method for keeping relationships going. I then demonstrated the different student groups
within Campus Ministries that the students should get involved in. The message was
strong and well received. The student groups grew in size, and I felt like the message
worked. However, I noticed that the students getting involved that year were mostly
church people. They had grown up in youth group and seemed well steeped in legalism (a
sure sign of heavy church attendance in the Midwest), but where did the other students
go? I was missing a group of people. My stance on Twitter separated me from the
24
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students I was trying to reach. Two years later I joined Twitter and found many of the
students I had lost. They weren’t physically far away, but my posture toward Twitter
placed them virtually on another planet. As Radoff writes,
Social media is not simply a product of the Third Era: It is a reaction to the social
vacuum that might have otherwise been left behind by the isolating impact of
technology. Social networks such as Facebook provide a venue for social
interaction, often replacing the physical meeting places you once relied upon.
Unlike physical meeting places, they can be accessed asynchronously, enabling
you to satisfy your need for social contact whenever you want.25
There is a tendency to view technology not as a gift but as something to be feared.
Viewing technology as a gift requires a shift in interconnectedness. Learning to make this
shift is a ceaseless process. As Marshal McLuhan writes, “Every technology creates new
stresses and needs in the human beings who have engendered it. The new need and the
new technological response are born of our embrace of the already existing technology—
a ceaseless process.”26 Finding the right way to use technology can be like trying to find
the right gift for a spouse—completely impossible until it’s found.
Since the original rib exchange in Eden, husbands have been on the quest for the
perfect gift. The difficulty is not in finding the other but the “giving” away of self. The
gift is life and to live life is to give it away. Leonard Sweet writes, “In a world where
gated individuals come pre-equipped for isolation, hermetically sealed in a protective
glass bubble, the two biggest challenges in life are these: letting other people in, and
letting yourself out.”27 Long before the iPhone, people had trouble in relationships, and it
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had nothing to do with technology. When there is an erosion of relationships it is easier to
have the posture of the TechNomad and point to the new technology rather than the
people using it as the problem. Relationships are hard. Learning to give in relationships is
even harder.
For their first wedding anniversary, my grandfather gave my grandmother a gift
that was simple, yet a technological dream: the washboard. The washboard, with its
pronounced ribs, enabled protection of my grandmother’s knuckles and decreased her
time needed to do the laundry. The washboard doesn’t sound like a technological
medium, let alone a dream, but according to Marshall McLuhan, “a medium is anything
that stretches, extends, or amplifies some human capacity.”28 To my knowledge, my
grandfather never did a load of laundry and never scrubbed his shirts with that
washboard. He was, however, interested in giving away his life to my grandmother and
therefore connected with her by understanding her technological needs. In this case,
technology was helpful in deepening a relational connection. But often TechNomads
stifle potential creativity in using technology to help relationships with each other and
life-with-God. Hipps writes, “We need to train our eyes to focus beyond the surface of
our technologies.”29 Technology has the potential to help form relationships. Technology
is always helping form lives, from simple things like washboards in the 1940s to iPhones
today.
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Technovide

The prevailing perception of engaging in spiritual practices is that in order for
something to be spiritual, it needs to be unplugged. Over and over, books dedicated to the
practice of spiritual disciplines instruct readers to unplug in order to make space for God.
Greg Ogden writes, “Make your quiet time truly a quiet time…Turn off your radio or
television. Find as quiet a place as possible and make sure your location and position are
conducive to alertness. Get out of bed. Sit erect. If you are stretched out in bed or
reclining in a chair that is too comfortable you might be lulled into drowsiness.”30 James
Bryan Smith writes on the soul training exercise of media fasting; “For forty-eight hours
free your mind from the junk; give some space to the Holy Spirit to renew your thinking.
This is your way of saying, ‘I am not under the dominion of media. I am going to show
that I can live without it.’”31 In his classic book, Celebration of Disciplines, Richard
Foster instructs on finding a place for meditation, “Find a place that is quiet and free from
interruption. No telephone should be nearby. If it is possible to find some place that looks
out onto a lovely landscape, so much the better. It is best to have one designated place
rather than hunting for a different spot each day.”32 And from Dallas Willard,
Locked into interaction with the human beings that make up our fallen world, it is
all but impossible to grow in grace as one should. Just try fasting, prayer, service,
giving, or even celebration without the preparation accomplished in withdrawal,
and you will soon be thrown into despair by your efforts, very likely abandoning
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your attempt altogether. On the other hand, we must reemphasize, the ‘desert’ or
‘closet’ is the primary place of strength for the beginner, as it was for Christ and
for Paul.33

The experts are clear about the need for Technovide—withdrawal from people
and technology. Because of the demand for withdrawal from technology in regards to
spiritual practices, technophobia created a divide between the church and technology.
Elonda Clay writes, “There is some controversy over whether or not ‘real’ religion can
take place in virtual worlds.”34 In response, religious experts have led followers of Jesus
to enter into the proverbial desert looking for Jesus, who must be trapped in perpetual
silence and solitude and can only be found in places with no Wi-Fi. But sometimes the
push towards silence, solitude, and withdrawal to the desert can become, in itself, an idol.
People can become impressed by their abilities to achieve these practices. As Derek
Webster writes, “False solitude is that sanctuary of inner blindness within which they set
their idols to self.”35 Some withdraw into the desert to keep their focus on themselves
with their selfish prayers and hopes and become lost in their “inner blindness.”
Sometimes this can lead deeper into loneliness.
When I was first taught the spiritual practices, the first aspect was learning to
close the door to the outside world, which would supposedly lead to experiencing the
presence of God, but it didn’t work for me. Sometimes closing the door is more
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complicated then we know. I remember my first elective college class in photography,
where I first closed the door to the darkroom. I was eager to learn about black and white
photography. My instructor told me to take my roll of film, 36 images all shot in the same
day, and bring the canister to the darkroom where we would find what kind of an eye I
had for light, shadow, and image placement.
I had been in class for over a month, and my instructor had prepared me with
careful methods for developing film in a darkroom. I was ready to get in there and expose
my ideas in photography. The darkroom was empty, and I was the only one on the
schedule for the day. As I entered the darkroom, I took the instructor’s warning to keep
the light out seriously as I did not want any uncontrolled light to destroy the images. I
opened the darkroom only to be shocked at all the light. With the door open, the light in
the room was like any other room on campus. I couldn’t figure out how to control the
damaging light in the room. I could see the “safelight”, but it was off and the regular
lights were way too bright and would over-expose anything I attempted to develop. I
looked for the switch to control the light but found nothing. Frustrated, defeated, alone,
and feeling like I would never get it, I closed the door only to have the room go dark and
the safelight kick on. The secret was as simple as shutting the door.
I can remember the first time I shut the door in an attempt at the spiritual practices
of solitude and silence just two years after my darkroom experience. This time I was in
Devotional Life class, and I was given the assignment to practice silence and solitude for
one hour a day, five days in a row. I was to take nothing into this time: no journal, no
Bible, no devotional books, no music, and no people.
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I was looking for the secret to the Christian life, and every author I read or studied
in class said that silence and solitude were the most important spiritual practices. With
great excitement, I got up at 6 a.m., went into an empty room in the dorm armed only
with a candle and a cup of coffee, and eagerly closed the door. I sat in a chair with
nothing but a candle and silence to experience God’s grace in a new way, but all I ended
up doing was creating candle-wax sculptures. I waited for the “safelight” to kick on. The
longer I waited, the more anxious I got. I had done everything just the way my instructor
had taught me to do all week. On the final day I left the room frustrated, defeated, alone,
and feeling like I would never get it. I closed the door and wondered what was wrong
with me.
I will not argue against the idea that Jesus can be found in long periods of silence
and solitude, but is this really the only method for listening? In the book of Exodus,
God’s people were led to the desert after being enslaved in Egypt. They escaped the
Pharaoh’s army by passing through a sea on dry ground only to watch the pursuing army
be swept up by that same sea. However, the people of God were not all that excited to be
trapped in the desert with their God:
In the desert the whole community grumbled against Moses and Aaron. The
Israelites said to them, “If only we had died by the LORD’s hand in Egypt! There
we sat around pots of meat and ate all the food we wanted, but you have brought
us out into this desert to starve this entire assembly to death.” Then the LORD
said to Moses, “I will rain down bread from heaven for you. The people are to go
out each day and gather enough for that day. In this way I will test them and see
whether they will follow my instructions. On the sixth day they are to prepare
what they bring in, and that is to be twice as much as they gather on the other
days.” So Moses and Aaron said to all the Israelites, “In the evening you will
know that it was the LORD who brought you out of Egypt, and in the morning
you will see the glory of the LORD, because he has heard your grumbling against
him. Who are we, that you should grumble against us?”36
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The people wanted to go back to the life of slavery where things like food and drink were
more consistent, yet they missed the most incredible reality: God was with them in
slavery, crossing the sea, and in the desert.
The idea isn’t to force God to reveal His Glory by retreating into the silence of the
desert but to follow his “shadow”37 in everything we do. The wanderers of the desert in
the Exodus story were promised provision in the form of manna every day—all they had
to do was go out and gather what they needed. Even with their grumbling, God provided
His presence to each individual wandering the desert.
What if God’s shadow also exists in places like Facebook, Twitter, and other
social networking sites? What if there is manna to collect in those newsfeeds and Twitter
feeds? Having provision rain down from heaven in the form of manna demonstrated
God’s presence with the Israelites, and we can now wander social networking sites and
see God’s presence in newsfeeds, photos, and tweets. Sometimes it is hard for me
personally to see the shadow of God in my own life, but when I see His shadow in other
people’s lives, it reminds me God is with me as well.
When the Israelites came walking back to camp with buckets of manna, they were
reminded every day that God was with them and provided for them. What if every day
we began to look for and collect the manna that exists on social networking sites? This
manna could be a photo of a friend’s newborn baby or a status update of how someone
was inspired or comforted that day.
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It takes incredible courage to teach that God is present and that Jesus is speaking
into daily routines, even through the use of mobile devices. For many there seems to be
an embedded anxiety in attaching anything of Jesus to the iPhone. It is time to wrestle
with that anxiety. Marshall McLuhan writes from a yesterday not long ago, but his words
echo today: “Our ‘Age of Anxiety’ is, in great part, the result of trying to do today’s job
with yesterday’s tools—with yesterday’s concepts.”38 Yesterday’s tool that has been
handed down is the “quiet time”, and though it still does the job on some level, today’s
spiritual practices require using today’s tools. People need a new kind of “quiet time”—
one that can be easily engaged in everyday places.
Following Jesus every day is essentially the re-orientation of will. It often
involves falling off the hamster wheel of activity where where identity is commonly
found. Life in the hamster wheel is all about performance and striving to get to an
arbitrary point. It is easy to get caught in the pursuit of perfection in life with God. Even
pastors can experience life in the hamster wheel of church activities and relationships that
can leave them broken, lonely, and worn out. For example, pastors listening to people’s
stories of pain as a part of their job are susceptible to a “secondary trauma.” In his book
God in a Brothel, Daniel Walker writes about the experience of secondary trauma in his
story of attempting to rescue those caught up in sex trafficking:
I had unwittingly inhaled a dangerous cocktail of unrelenting stress, limited
control over the outcomes of my work and a genuine sense of my own inadequacy
in the face of the huge number of victims in desperate need of rescue. Vicarious,
or “secondary,” trauma is defined as “transformation of a person’s inner
experience as the result of empathetic engagement with another’s trauma.” In
other words, by spending time with, listening to and caring for victims suffering
from psychological trauma, the caregiver or rescuer sometimes vicariously relives
the original traumatic events themselves and suffers accordingly. Typically this
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displays itself through emotional shutdown or numbness, feeling disconnected
from others, decreased ability to experience pleasure, hyper vigilance and a
failure to take care of oneself.39
Although secondary trauma occurs in the listening ear, it is a valid experience of pain.
Human experiences of pain can be re-purposed in the process of transformation.
Pain is often the conducting agent of God’s presence in the lives of Christians.
Pain is not a weapon of God’s presence, but it is often the starting point for people to
experience God. Pain, like technology, if left alone has a very low potential for helping
anyone learn or grow in their life with God. However, like technology, when it is repurposed in our spiritual practices, pain provides a potential platform for connectedness
to God. To understand the incarnation—God with us—is to experience stumbling in light
of God’s presence. “Pain is something that provides a ’hard fall’ which causes you to stop
and listen, to be quiet, or sometimes to run away from God which in reality is like
running away on a treadmill. We don’t get any farther away from God.”40 Transformation
is a slow, painful, joyful, methodical, and random process of re-purposing pain in light of
God’s presence with people and God’s interest in people’s daily lives.
To stand solely on the identity as one in whom Christ dwells is the result of this
process. To experience the power of transformation requires experiencing Jesus’ life,
death, and resurrection in everyday life. Too many times it is easy to remember the cross
or the virgin birth but fail to emphasize the resurrection, which is the source of new life.
“Transformation is to embrace the entire story of Jesus as a whole, the resurrection and
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the cross.”41 This requires a type of molding to occur, surrendering understanding of life
in the here and now. David McDonald writes, “To be transformed means to be less like
the person you are now and more like the perfect image of God, to every day be trading
away those parts of you that aren’t humble or that don’t have dignity, that have sold your
authority or outsourced your responsibility, to be trading those things away to live more
and more and more like God designed and created you to be.”42 Romans 12:2 says, “Do
not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good, pleasing
and perfect will.” How is this renewal of the mind accomplished in regards to technology
and the church?
Summary

The craft of integrating technology and the church is complex in theory and can
seem impossible in praxis. The essence of integration is not in the technology of
convenience but in its ability to assist followers of Jesus. The deep resistance of
technology in the church is founded in technophobia, which is based off the fear of
change—a condition not limited to technology. The fear of change will not go away
anytime soon. However, helping people move out of the paralysis of fear is a beautiful
part of the church’s mission. The beauty of embracing technology is demonstrated by the
inclusion of people that have felt distanced from the church because it is so often
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regarded as a building rather than people. Technology can bridge the gap between the
church and disconnected people. One example is the use of Twitter by the newly elected
Pope who recently opened an account. This seemingly insignificant reality answers the
fear of technology becoming a kind of god. Pope Benedict XVI gave his approval of this
use of technology in the practice of faith in his papal document “Truth, Proclamation and
Authenticity of Life in the Digital Age.” In response to the question, “Can modern
technology help strengthen our faith?” he says, “It’s not enough to just ‘proclaim the
Gospel through the new media,’ but one must also ‘witness consistently.’”43 The tide is
turning in a powerful direction, and the church is getting more familiar with mobile
devices by using apps that control the slides on the screen from the pastor’s iPad to active
Twitter feeds where people can participate in the service.
The perspective of TechNomads to abandon technology and social networking
can’t be the prevailing idea in the technological world today. Once again the church has
the ability to offer transformational relationships filled with healing. The distance some
feel in regard to the actual church building can be covered by technology in its ability to
meet people where they are. The platform of interconnectedness is already built by social
networking sites like Facebook, and although something will eventually replace
Facebook, people will continue to connect. The church has a responsibility to enter the
connectedness with the message of hope. This message has the ability to enhance
relationships. The posture of the church needs to change in regard to the use of
technology in relationship building.
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The Technovide between technology and spiritual practices needs to be reformed.
In particular, there needs to be a reformation in the principle of distraction the
Technovide holds in regard to technology and spiritual practices. What may be a
distraction for some might actually be something that assists others in concentration.
Voelz writes, “The thing we need to be careful with is judging people for what we may
deem distracting when it isn’t to them. The very things that you may define as distracting
to you may be things that actually help others focus, dig deeper, and engage.”44 While
some people like to study alone in a quiet room, others need the room to be full of people
and noise in order to concentrate. The prevailing thought may still be that you can’t look
at a screen and listen when another is speaking, when in reality it may actually help
certain people. Voelz addresses this when he writes, “The problem with technologyrelated distraction is legitimate. It is also multilayered and complex.”45 The beauty of
inviting people to embrace technology that has been re-purposed to assist spiritual
practices is that it can lead to transformation. For example, utilizing an app like
YouVersion allows the availability of the Bible to be more profound than ever. The
question that rises from using technology is not whether to use it or not but how to
leverage it for spiritual practices. The craft of this integration can lead to a beautiful
expression of God’s presence and provision in the daily lives of Christians.
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SECTION 2: OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

The bifurcation between the sacred and the secular in the church is not a new
problem. There are three ways I have observed the church’s attempts to solve this
bifurcation. Resolving this issue is extremely connected to solving the issue of
Technovide in relationships with others and with God. This chapter will outline examples
which fail to effectively solve the problems of bifurcation and withdrawal from
technology. These examples are not exhaustive but serve to illustrate how the church has
lagged in its understanding of its relationship with technology.

One Solution to Bifurcation—The Spiritual Formation Pastor

How do we decide what is spiritual and what is not? In a church near where I live,
there is a drummer in a worship band who, when asked to play a secular song as people
were walking into church, decided to leave that church. Music was the dividing factor for
what was spiritual or not to him. Ironically, some members in that same church had
trouble with this particular drummer because he was heavily tattooed and young. For
them, the division for what is spiritual or not had to do with ink on skin. In both cases,
one of the senses was being over-emphasized. For the drummer, it was his hearing, and
for the members, it was their sight. I believe we’re missing out when we pick one sense
over all the others. This is essentially what bifurcation does; it makes us draw lines and
pick one or the other. In doing so, we isolate ourselves and miss out on the beauty found
in the complexity of life, which is only found by using all of the senses. Imagine sitting
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down at Thanksgiving dinner and only being about to smell–not see, taste, or touch.
Having all the senses is a gift. Not utilizing all those senses is a failure to embrace the
gift. Similarly, not utilizing technology is a failure to use all the gifts we have available to
us.
The problem of bifurcation occurs when we label some things sacred and some
things secular. It leads to isolating “sacred” things to “sacred” times. Churches know they
need to help their people move spiritual practices from an isolated hour on Sunday
mornings into their everyday lives throughout the week. One way they have attempted
this is to hire a specialized Spiritual Formation Pastor so there is someone on staff who is
solely focused on the area of integrating spiritual practices into people’s lives.

One Solution for the TechNomad—Join a Small Group

The church has also recognized the need to address technology in regards to
relationships with others and with God. In general the move is to withdraw and divide
from technology and move towards face-to-face relationships and spiritual practices. One
way the church encourages movement towards face-to-face relationships is placing strong
emphasis on a mid-week meeting or small groups. Based on their research in the Willow
Creek REVEAL study, Greg Hawkins and Cally Parkinson concluded, “In addition to
attending weekend services, we encouraged people who had already made the decision to
follow Christ to come back during the middle of the week for an extended time of
worship and more advanced Bible teaching.”46 Because churches struggle to help their
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community integrate their spirituality in their everyday lives, they attempt to become a
part of the normal week by adding one more spiritual practice of small groups into the
mid-week schedule. So rather than helping members integrate spiritual practices 24/7 into
everyday life, the church sets aside an additional hour each week in which they are to
participate in a spiritual practice.
As a kid I remember finding those toys at the bottom of the cereal box; my
favorite was the simple little picture card with ridges on it that appeared to move when
tilted back and forth. From one angle the superhero would be facing forward, and with a
little tilt of the card, the superhero goes into action. Tilting back and forth, plus the power
of imagination, made the superhero come to life. The lessons learned from using that
little toy can unfortunately be applied to a typical small group model we often find in the
church (an accountability group, Sunday School class, etc.) The group starts out on a high
with hopes of really going deep into one another’s life, and the “tilting” begins. People,
uncomfortable with their broken places, begin to tilt one way and then the other to give
the impression they are actually coming to life. They wobble back and forth, providing
description of their activity but deeply feeling alone in yet another group. Following
Jesus in this kind of a group still leads to an individualistic approach of acting alone and
reporting weekly. Sweet writes,
Just as Western culture tends to be highly individualistic, Western Christianity
tends to conceive of spiritual formation in terms of isolated choices, decisions,
disciplines, and directions. It’s our fall-back way of thinking, our mental default.
But the formation of the twelve individual disciples Jesus chose took place in a
context of round-the-clock interactions and relationships.47
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The promise of a group is connectedness in the pursuit of following Jesus, but the reality
of a weekly one-hour group is being alone the other 6 days and 23 hours.
Loneliness still dominates and creates little ridges on people’s images. With this
distortion, there is a tendency to turn inward with one’s true feelings and the pain of
feeling alone instead of feeling close to people. In a small group model so much emphasis
is placed on knowing the people of the group, yet people are reluctant to let their guard
down and be transparent because the idea of it is so uncomfortable. Instead, people build
walls around themselves and project the right ideas and behaviors about following Jesus,
not showing the doubts or fears. The REVEAL study showed, “We kept hearing in our
one-on-one interviews that people felt something was missing from the small group
experience.”48 The result is a small group of people with the best intentions hiding behind
walls of fear about being found out or discovered as broken. Ironically it is through these
broken places God can shine light through His children to the world. God makes
brokenness beautiful. The tendency is to wall life up in an effort to control the light or to
only cast shadows where it is more acceptable. Instead of attempting to control this
image, Christians need to allow the light to fall on the broken places and allow the
healing that comes in confession.
The hope of living with the walls down is scary. Larry Osborne writes about
living in a “glass house” as another way to be with a small group of people: “Glass House
Living is a personal commitment to two primary things: (1) as much transparency as
possible, and (2) an open-door policy.”49 Since walls make us feel more comfortable,
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maybe the walls can be transformed into glass. Hiding will become virtually impossible,
and healing will come. The problem of learning to live with more transparency is not
unique to this century, although now there are more options to practice transparency than
ever before. Marshall McLuhan writes, “When information moves at the speed of signals
in the central nervous system, man is confronted with the obsolescence of all earlier
forms of acceleration, such as road and rail. What emerges is a total field of inclusive
awareness. The old patterns of psychic and social adjustment become irrelevant.”50
Transparency can become more technological as life is lived more virtually in the realm
of social media. Erik Qualman suggests, “As human beings, we have the dichotomous
psychological need to be an individual, yet feel connected to and accepted by a much
larger social set. Accordingly, people are willing to keep open running diaries as a way
to stay connected and accepted.”51 Glass house living has a transparency embedded in its
very walls. Holding onto hope for strength and transparency that leads to healing forms
the insulation of this kind of wall.

One Solution to Technovide – Bible Apps

Another example of attempting to bridge the gap between technology and the
church is the premier Bible app, YouVersion. The stats for this app are staggering! Over
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100 million installs52, 10 million reading plans completed53, and 600 different versions of
the Bible in 375 languages.54 With the creation of the YouVersion app, the problem of
having access to a Bible has literally been solved. With this amazing feat, the people of
Lifechurch.tv have given the best gift to the world: access to the Bible. The question that
still remains to be answered by studies and time is will this have an effect on people’s
spiritual practices in their everyday lives? I would argue that it will have a great impact,
but how? The Bible has been the most popular book for many years now, but are people
changing by having constant access to the Bible? Having access is a great first step, but
now what?
The YouVersion app was probably the greatest step forward into bringing
Scripture into mobile devices. YouVersion did a brave thing by allowing different groups
and people the ability to create “reading plans,” which consist of specific plans on how to
read various chunks of the Bible. I have followed a few different plans with various
lengths and have found them helpful, at least for a while. The reading plans are organized
by topic, by book of the Bible, and some even target new believers with a kind of
introduction to the Bible. They have a variety of theological perspectives and lengths. As
a whole, I think access as a strategic initiative is transformational to a limited degree.
Hawkins and Parkinson write, “Awareness and accessibility are two key strategic
opportunities for encouraging more people to engage in consistent Scripture reflection.
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Challenge and coaching are the two watchwords for inspiring Christ-Centered people to
higher levels of spiritual engagement.”55 So, is having access enough? I think more
integration into people’s daily lives is still required.
I contend that the medium of images—particularly everyday photos–is a powerful
tool in making memories, thoughts, experiences, and feelings “permanent fixtures” in
people’s minds. Dallas Willard writes, “The most obvious thing we can do is to draw
certain key portions of Scripture into our minds and make them a part of the permanent
fixtures of our thought.”56 I can think of no better way to make Scripture a “permanent
fixture” in my mind than to use the power of images from my smartphone.
To take a step further would be to somehow connect the work that YouVersion
has done in bringing Scripture to mobile devices with the images already in personal
photo streams to make the Scriptures come alive in daily life. Sweet writes, “It takes a
daily exercise of reading, interpreting, and applying the images and stories. That is what
activates the Scriptures’ life and power.”57 Personal photo streams tell the stories of lives,
and the missing link from YouVersion to the photo streams is allowing these stories to be
laced with Scripture. Marshall McLuhan writes,
Moreover, that the photograph is quite versatile in revealing and arresting posture
and structure wherever it is used, occurs in countless examples, such as the
analysis of bird-flight. It was the photograph that revealed the secret of bird-flight
and enabled man to take off. The photo, in arresting bird-flight, showed that it
was based on a principle of fixity. Wing movement was seen to be for propulsion,
not for flight.58
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In comparison, it is the everyday photos connected to Scripture that allow the possibility
of seeing life fixed with Scripture.

Summary

In this chapter, I have mentioned just a few ways churches and organizations are
trying to solve the issue of bifurcated lives. Hiring Spiritual Formation Pastors attempts
to address the need for people to live a more integrated life, but ironically, it is done by
segregating one pastor from the rest of the church leadership. Small groups teach people
to be really good at community when face to face, but do not aid with community the
other days of the week. YouVersion has taken a great step forward by providing access to
Scripture through mobile devices, but still needs to be integrated into daily life. These
proposed solutions are very good things, but they continue to lead toward more
bifurcation and not integration. We still get stuck in the sacred/secular conundrum, which
continues to bifurcate these attempts. Technology, by virtue of its constant presence and
connection in daily tasks and relationships, can assist in the integration of everyday life
with God. And the smartphone is the vehicle for this integration.

SECTION 3: THESIS

Introduction

People don’t engage in technology because they don’t have a prior knowledge of
how to use it. This chapter concerns the etymology of technology (techne and logos).
Originally, the word techne meant the art and craft relating to the arts; logos meant word
in an expression of an inward thought. By abandoning its intended meaning, we have
allowed technology to become tools by which things get accomplished. That’s a problem,
but recovering not only the root word but the original spirit of technology will help us
find a ready solution.
In philosophy, the word “knowledge” is usually translated as episteme. Episteme
generally refers more to head knowledge than practical knowledge. Aristotle juxtaposes
the word techne with the word episteme by arguing that techne is the art and craft of
utilizing knowledge.59 Aristotle is not dismissing the importance of episteme, a true
knowledge of understanding something, but adds an emphasis on techne, the art and craft
of doing something to gain knowledge. These two words are not in competition with each
other, but they each help the other grow.
Embedded in spiritual practices is both knowing how to do the practices and also
the art or craft of doing something to gain more knowledge. Fusing techne into the
spiritual practices creates a new kind of practice where one doesn’t need to know
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(episteme) everything before he can do something (techne), by which he learns.
Technefication, therefore, is the art or craft of utilizing technology to engage in spiritual
practices, particularly the practice of fusing Scripture with everyday life. If passages of
Scripture can be linked with the images embedded in everyday devices, perhaps it will
aid in remembering Scripture in a new way that is fresh, meaningful, and alive.
I have mentioned how technophobia expresses itself in relationships with others
and with God. TechNomads believe technology will only hurt face-to-face relationships
and therefore, to have stronger relationships, the use of technology should be eliminated.
In addition, the perspective of Technovide demands withdrawal from technology in order
to focus on spiritual practices. Both of these criticisms do not allow for technology to be
useful in relationships with others and with God. However, Technefication allows for the
creation of new ways of enhancing relationships by utilizing technology to connect
Scripture with everyday life and to invite others to share in and reinforce life experiences.

Technefication

If a TechNomad wanders around social networking sites but doesn’t utilize them
in a way that is intentional and encouraging to his real relationships, then I propose a new
word for someone who is rooted in social networking sites and understands and cares for
the platforms so they can be used to encourage relationships—TechNative. A native
person understands and cares for his land because of his history and family connections.
A TechNative understands the land of social networking sites and knows how to care for
them in such a way that allows interconnectedness with his relationships. TechNatives do
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not have to be computer geniuses, nor are they confined to a certain age group. Anyone
can be or learn to be a TechNative. The main qualifier for a TechNative is someone who
consistently uses social networking to push out his own content as well as engage, share,
encourage, and promote others’ content.
If Technovide is the perspective that technology and social networking distract us
from engaging in spiritual practices, then I propose that technification is the idea that
technology and social networking can be integrated into spiritual practices, thus unifying
the two. To illustrate, when entering God’s house (the church) many are compelled to
turn off and put away their phones. In exchange they may pick up a Bible or resolve to
read along on the projector screen so they can follow along with the story being told.
When returning home, one of the first things many do is look at their phones to follow
along with the stories of their lives and community. So often, the perspective is that the
stories of the Bible are a sort of God’s historic photo stream. In God’s house, it is easy to
see the images embedded in the story, but it often remains a story that doesn’t inform life
today but lives in the past. But at home, the images in individuals’ photo streams help
them live the stories of today. The photo streams of God’s promises from history and
those of today must somehow be unified. The technology embedded in everyday devices
provides the platform for this unification. Using technology to technefy the stories and
images of the past with the present will help God’s promises come alive and be
remembered. I am not arguing that all spiritual practices need to include technology, but
only concluding that integrating spiritual practices and technology fits in the current
technological culture.
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The process of Technefication brings two seemingly separate things together to
become one entity that accomplishes three things: 1) KNOW—it is personal to the
individual, 2) ENCOURAGE—it contains God’s promises, 3) REMEMBER—it
expresses God’s promises in the individual’s today. When I speak to people about their
spiritual practices, the thing I often hear them lament is that they wish they knew
Scripture better. So often Scripture is illustrated in the context of Scripture, which is the
right thing to do in terms of understanding Scripture, but it often stops there and is easily
forgotten. What I want people to do is illustrate Scripture in the context of their lives so it
becomes personal, encouraging, and memorable.
A personal parable generator that can bring God’s promises found in Scripture
together with images found in our daily life would be helpful to knowing and
understanding Scripture in a deeper way, being encouraged by it in the context of daily
life, and remembering it. The images from daily life are found prominently in personal
photo streams. Add to one of those images a hashtag that personally connects to the
individual and denotes the image as an important event, category, or movement in his/her
life. Then add a ScriptureTag that connects the individual with a passage of Scripture,
and the final product is a visual parable that connects the person with one of his very own
images and Scripture in such a way that he can remember in his daily life.
This process of Technefication creates a movement from just knowing Scripture
to deeper connection and integration of Scripture in daily life. The movement is from
wanting to just know Scripture to actually connecting it in daily life, from an idea that
Scripture should encourage people to actively demonstrate God’s promises in their lives,
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and from attempting to memorize a particular verse or passage to remembering it in the
context of each day.
Technefication provides a new way to integrate the spiritual practices in daily life.
I want to acknowledge what the traditional spiritual practices have done and continue to
do for so many disciples in their lives with God. What I want to do is not to abandon
those practices, but to technefy them, adding something new to what has already proven
to be helpful. Spiritual practices are key in finding God in everyday life. As I mentioned
in Section 2, there have been several attempts to provide more integration of the spiritual
practices, but they don’t go far enough. More utilization of technology is needed to assist
in the Technefication process. There should be a technological “place”—a website, an
app, etc.—where Technefication can take place. I propose a website of Technefication as
a place where this process of integrating Scripture into daily life can occur.
Technefication allows one to practice a more natural way of utilizing technology to
technefy his/her spiritual practices.

Learn to Renew

Images are the key to Technefication. People take photos of what is memorable
and inspiring. What if there was a way to leverage the power of mobile devices to
technefy those photos in the process of change and seeing God in everyday life?
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Romans 12:1-2 says to “be transformed by the renewing of your mind,”60 but how
exactly is this accomplished? The spiritual disciplines are about training bodies and
minds to think about life the way God does.
The mind is often overlooked as in need of training. Trainers for the biceps,
triceps, and glutes are abundant, but where are the trainers for the mind? Are there not
trainers for the mind because it’s too late to learn anything new, or it is too hard? To
understand the process of renewal is to re-purpose the parts of the brain that are frozen to
life with God outside the typical Sunday morning experience. The mind can be renewed.
As Carol Albright writes,
We are not entirely captive to the consequences of our early years. The brain’s
interconnections remain plastic—physically responsive to experience—
throughout life, although the effect in adults is not so rapid and dramatic. In other
words, as an experience activates brain networks, those networks will become
more responsive to future demands of the same kind, and they also build up
memories.61
The process of renewal does not occur because of one profound experience but
needs to be reinforced daily with new tools that help train the mind. “Our ways of
thinking, perceiving, and acting, we now know, are not entirely determined by our genes.
Nor are they entirely determined by our childhood experiences. We change them through
the way we live—and, as Nietzsche sensed, through the tools we use.”62 The idea that
people can merely change their minds by changing the way they live is not new, but it is
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very difficult. According to Nicholas Carr, the brain can get stuck in its ways but it also
has the ability to get itself “unstuck.” He writes, “The plasticity diminishes as we get
older—brains do get stuck in their ways—but it never goes away. Our neurons are always
breaking old connections and forming new ones, and brand-new nerve cells are always
being created. ‘The brain,’ observes Olds, ‘has the ability to reprogram itself on the fly,
altering the way it functions.’”63 If the brain has the capacity to unstick itself by creating
new cells, why are so many people so stuck in their ways? I believe it is because they
have become numb to the deep longing for more meaning in life. Saint Augustine writes,
“You stir us up to take delight in your praise; for you have made us for yourself and our
heart is restless till it finds its rest in you.”64 St. Augustine makes the call to pay attention
to the deep longing and find rest in God.
Embedded within the human mind is a deep sense of longing for a life with God
that is not just interested in rules, regulations, and eternal resting place. Life with God in
the ordinary routine of the average day is where the new cells of hope and joy need to be
created. Embedded within each one of these cells is a blank frame waiting for a new
image to be brought about by renewing and re-purposing the mind.
Images can be frozen in memories for a lifetime, and the images that are
destructive need to be replaced. Some of the most powerful destructive images are the
ones used in pornography. These frozen images of lust that promise what they can’t
deliver need to be replaced with something that heals and promotes a change of
expectation. The pursuit of these destructive images is not about quality of the images but
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actually an attempt to find connection on a deeper level. People who are trying to help
hold others “accountable” in recovery from pornography will say, “Just think about your
spouse someday,” or “What are you thinking?” This is the wrong kind of motivation
because the use of pornography is not about changing our thinking. The problem lies not
in better thinking but in dealing with feelings. “Images initially make us feel rather than
think.”65 Feelings cannot always be expressed by words alone. Connecting what one feels
with an image can often lead to a more productive conversation about those feelings of
longing.
There are many who challenge the use of images because they believe it weakens
the attention span. Nazzareno Ulfo states,
It is generally acknowledged that the attention span of the younger generations
engaging in a ‘discourse’ does not exceed ten to fifteen minutes, and that they
encounter serious difficulty in understanding a written text. The cause of this is
most often attributed to a ‘culture based on images’ which, in my personal view,
is the greatest danger in that it weakens the role assigned to verbal communication
set in a spatio temporal dimension.66
The use of an image, like a photograph of a rock with a cactus flower growing out of it, at
first appears to have no value. However, by applying a narrative to this image, so much
meaning and connection becomes possible. In the photo below, it is abundantly clear that
beautiful things can grow out of hard places. In the re-wiring of the brain, it is important
to read the signs/images that assist in forming new stories to replace the destructive ones.
“Signs take the form of words, images, sounds, odors, flavors, acts or objects, but such
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things have no intrinsic meaning and become signs only when we invest them with
meaning. ‘Nothing is a sign unless it is interpreted as a sign.’”67

Figure 1. Cactus Flower and Rock. (Photography by Patrick Sehl)
By looking at this picture with the cactus flower emerging from the solid rock, the
depth of meaning comes into focus. It’s in this refocusing that the image begins to do the
work of rewiring, and a new story is formed. “Modern studies show that the neural
activity along these pathways doubles or triples when we look at meaningful symbols as
opposed to meaningless doodles.”68 Images are powerful. When meaning is attached to
them it allows them to be seen in a new way and maybe even allows a feeling of
connection to them in new ways as well.
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Jesus used images from everyday life to illustrate his teachings. Think of the
Sermon on the Mount; there are birds of the air, hogs, grapes, trees, wolves, salt, flowers,
grass, planks, etc.69 By rewiring images, the brain is rewired to see God in everything. By
studying photo streams, there is potential to read the signs of God’s movement in daily
life. And learning how to pay attention and abide in Jesus every day is central to being
His follower.

Learn to Pay Attention

Following Jesus is about learning to be his apprentice and that means knowing
him, attempting to do the things he does, and integrating his teachings in unique ways. To
reference Dallas Willard, “Spiritual formation is not about doing or saying the right thing
or thinking that you have reached a certain level, it’s about a commitment to be
conformed to the likeness of Christ in daily life.”70 In addition, Leonard Sweet writes,
“To pay attention means you are no longer the center of attention.”71 Paying attention to
God’s presence in the people, places, and activities of everyday life allows a continuing
connection to the source of infinite love, patience, gentleness, self-control, etc. That’s
what it means to be an apprentice of Jesus–doing the same things Jesus did with the same
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opportunity for recognizing that the everyday ordinary can become the extraordinary.
Sweet writes:
Pay attention to ordinary things where realizing that there is no such thing as
‘ordinary.’ Nothing is ordinary. All things are out of the ordinary. Everything that
exists is extraordinary and holds the secrets of the universe within itself. We need
the eyes to see, the ears to hear, the nose to smell, the mouth to taste, and the
hands to touch. Be transfixed by the ordinary so that you can see what you
thought was ordinary is really a transfiguration.72
With all senses now fully alert and paying attention to the ordinary, Christians are now
seeing with Kingdom eyes. When paying attention with these eyes, it opens a conduit that
allows for connection and change through the process of abiding.
Part of learning to abide is to quit trying to bear fruit and instead be fruit. People
have a tendency to use productivity as their main way of staying connected to Jesus,
when in reality they need to allow the work of Jesus to keep them connected to the vine.
A grape doesn’t have to work hard to be a grape. Its only job is to remain connected to
the vine. “When the church incessantly promotes all the things people should do, it’s very
easy for them to lose sight of the real goal—which is who they should become.”73 In the
process of dying to personal productivity, Christians can become filled with the Spirit.
Abiding cannot be about attending church once a week and expecting lasting
change or growth. Going to the YMCA for an hour a day will have no lasting change if
the other 23 hours are filled with horrible eating habits. In the same way, learning to
abide with Jesus—to be truly connected to the vine, the life-giving source Jesus–cannot
be accomplished in an hour a week, or three hours a week, or even an hour a day. It is
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necessary to learn to abide, to remain. Rob Rhea writes, “Willard makes an important
distinction about this process of spiritual formation: he says that the point of the process
is not to become a person who does right things. Rather, the point is to become the type
person who is capable of doing the right things in the power of the Spirit.”74 The only
way to do the right things by the power of the spirit is to abide in the flow of the Holy
Spirit by remaining connected to Jesus and integrating His teachings into everyday life.
Technology can be another method of telling a parable. If Jesus had a smartphone
with a photo stream, it would be filled with everyday objects he could use as lessons to
help illustrate the Kingdom of God. Sweet writes, “The recipe for life with Jesus involves
being willing to adapt and apply his life and his parable to an ever-changing and
multifaceted world.”75 The story of God walking among and in humanity is hard to see
without some visual clues to God’s presence. Nature cries out as an extension of God’s
creative spirit, and photography of nature demonstrates this expression. It is not a huge
leap to see that the photos people create illustrate another parable of how they see life.

Jesus’ Photo Stream

The technology of the smartphone has an ability to tell stories, because embedded in
its intelligence is the capability to take pictures. McLuhan writes, “The transformations of
technology have the character of organic evolution because all technologies are
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extensions of our physical being.”76 The smartphone’s most important asset in
photography is not that it has a camera, but its presence in daily life. Karine Joly quotes a
survey conducted in May 2011 by the Pew Internet Research Center: “34 percent of U.S.
adults owned a smartphone. …When narrowed down to the 18 to 29-year-old age group,
the Pew survey found that 49 percent of Americans owned smartphones.”77 Most people
will leave their houses today with cell phone in hand, ready to capture what they see from
their perspective. Lisa Gye quotes research conducted by Daisuke Okabe and Mizuko Ito:
“The camera phone tends to be used more frequently as a kind of archive of a personal
trajectory or viewpoint on the world, a collection of fragments of everyday life.”78
Because of the integration in daily life it already has, the smartphone has the capacity to
change the way stories are told.
The ability to create new stories using the images in personal photo streams and share
these stories in a more visual way makes the smartphone the new parable. The parable
was the vehicle Jesus used to proclaim the in-breaking of the Kingdom of God into the
lives of people. The smartphone is a vehicle that can be used to proclaim the availability
of the Kingdom of God into the lives of people today. Gye again writes,
Camera phones are not, however, just another kind of camera. Located as they are in
a device that is not only connected to the telecommunications grid but that is usually
carried with us wherever we go, camera phones are both extending existing personal
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imaging practices and allowing for the evolution of new kinds of imaging practices.
Given the centrality of personal photography to processes of identity formation and
memorialization, changes to the ways in which we capture, store, and disseminate
personal photographs through the use of devices like camera phones will have
important repercussions for how we understand who we are and how we remember
the past.79
The beauty of using a parable in Jesus’ day was the inclusion of everyday objects in his
teachings, and the beauty of using the smartphone as a new parable is the same.
All great stories invoke an imaginative leap into the actual context of the story.
The imagination paints a picture the listener processes at the same time the story is being
told. “For now we can say that camera phones are set to extend our way of looking at the
world photographically and in doing so bring changes to how we understand ourselves
and that world.”80 The beautiful reality of the new parable is that now the story can be
told using actual photos of the places, people, and other important elements in the story.
Pablo Corral Vega writes, “The most radical transformation isn't the way we capture
images, but how we share them.”81 For instance, take out your phone right now and take
45 seconds to look at the photos stored on the digital memory. Pause at the first photo
that causes your imagination to leap. My theory is that within 45 seconds your brain
recalled the story of why you took that photo and the story that you would share about it,
whether it is a memory of something sweet or funny or a reminder of something you
don’t want to forget. Vega writes again,
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Most of us take pictures because we want to remember, affirm affections, and
leave a record of our connections with others, visible proof that we were, we
loved, we celebrated. Some take photos to show beauty, asking others to look
with amazement at this complex world—at once painful and wonderful. We take
photos because we want to share, because we want to tell others, "Look, pay
attention, my eyes enrich yours." My reasons for taking photographs are quite
simple. I take pictures because it makes me happy. Photography has taught me the
immense value of being present, being where I am, and paying attention to what
happens around me. The camera is a bridge that connects me with everyone else,
a passport that allows me to enter other cultures, other worlds.82
The question isn’t whether the story should be told. The question is how to tell the story.
Gye writes,
Exchanging and sharing personal photographs is integral for the maintenance of
relationships. One important function of personal photography, one that extends
its existence as a material prosthesis for personal memory, is the role it plays as an
aid to storytelling. Sharing memories through the creation of narratives around
them plays an integral role in the construction and maintenance of personal
relationships. As Richard Chalfen argues, personal photography is ‘primarily a
medium of communication.’83
Too many times photos sit embedded in the phone while the story is left untold. It is the
re-telling of the story within community that forms people. A meaningful photo,
uploaded to a social networking site with a little description allows a person’s community
to respond and comment on the story. It is like living that moment all over again. Vega
suggests,
Most of us take pictures because we want to remember, affirm affections, and
leave a record of our connections with others, visible proof that we were, we
loved, we celebrated. Some take photos to show beauty, asking others to look
with amazement at this complex world—at once painful and wonderful. We take
photos because we want to share, because we want to tell others, “Look, pay
attention, my eyes enrich yours.”84
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When the community comments and sees the story through the photo, the story
continues, but now with the texture of emotion led by the image. Marilyn Sunderman
writes, in regards to the meaning attached to the photo, “For both Adams and Merton,
photography served as a vehicle for expressing the thoughts and emotions of the human
soul. Regarding this, Adams wrote: ‘A great photograph is one that fully expresses what
one feels in the deepest sense, about what is being photographed.’"85 Like the powerful
stories of the past that have shaped the present, if left unshared, photos can also be
trapped in phones and neglect to shed light on present stories. The smartphone is the right
tool to be repurposed because of its presence in daily life and its ability to organize and
tell the stories of the activities of everyday life. This is why Technefication is important.
It used to be said that examining one’s checkbook was the way to tell what was important
to that individual. Today, it’s looking at one’s smartphone. Smartphones show what is
naturally valued and what the owner wants to remember.

Generous Exchange

There is a tribe living in the side of cliffs of Mexico’s Sierra Madre called the
Tarahumara. Legend proclaims the members of this tribe the best runners of all time, with
an almost superhuman ability to run long distances over dangerous mountain terrain.
Reclusive would be an understatement, as they have made their way of life hidden in a
very dangerous environment. They share their homeland with drug smugglers, Mexican
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cartels, and anyone else looking to dispose of a body. Their distrust of strangers is
profound, and their economy doesn’t necessitate any communications with the outside
world. Because they are native to this environment, they don’t see the dangerous
environment as a precursor to their community, but as a strengthening factor because they
depend so much on one another. They live alone, run as community, and practice Korima
as their monetary system. McDougall explains, “Korima sounds like karma and functions
the same way, except in the here and now. It’s your obligation to share whatever you can
spare, instantly and with no expectations: once the gift leaves your hand, it was never
yours to begin with. The Tarahumara have no monetary system, so korima is how they do
business: their economy is based on trading favors and the occasional cauldron of corn
beer.”86 The real strength of the Tarahumara tribe is not only their extreme ability to run
long distances, but their ability to trust in community enough to depend on it give freely
of what they have, and lean into korima as a way of life.
To live under the “korima system” is not to look to money for provision but
instead to find all needs within the community. With this generous exchange, the
Tarahumara tribe demonstrates that they value everything in their community by always
sharing what they are learning, doing, and crafting. They live integrated lives with their
bodies, minds, and spirits. Although they make their homes high up in the cliffs, they are
in no danger of any “fiscal cliffs” for their platform is based on a generous exchange of
life. It is this integration and generosity I see in the activity of TechNatives, who use their
environment as a platform for encouraging one another and building community. Like the
Tarahumara tribe, TechNatives practice the generous exchange of Korima by sharing
their lives via social networking.
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In the book of Matthew, Jesus encourages a generous exchange. Over five
thousand people had gathered to hear, see, and be touched by Jesus. The people had been
provided for; they had experienced God. It was time to “let it rain” manna, an echo of
Exodus, and feed the people of God. This time the platform was radically changed and
the process for receiving food was updated into a communal reality. Matthew 14:14-21
reads:
When Jesus landed and saw a large crowd, he had compassion on them and
healed their sick. As evening approached, the disciples came to him and said,
“This is a remote place, and it’s already getting late. Send the crowds away, so
they can go to the villages and buy themselves some food.” Jesus replied, “They
do not need to go away. You give them something to eat.” “We have here only
five loaves of bread and two fish,” they answered. “Bring them here to me,” he
said. And he directed the people to sit down on the grass. Taking the five loaves
and the two fish and looking up to heaven, he gave thanks and broke the loaves.
Then he gave them to the disciples, and the disciples gave them to the people.
They all ate and were satisfied, and the disciples picked up twelve basketfuls of
broken pieces that were left over. The number of those who ate was about five
thousand men, besides women and children.87
There are two key elements in this account that moved the feeding experience
forward: the platform and the delivery. The platform changed from the individual
gathering what was needed for a day into a communal experience where the bread of life
passed from one person to another. I can’t imagine the expressions on the faces of the
people watching the bread never run out and seemingly increase the more it was passed.
Another key update was that Jesus used the disciples as his delivery system.
Undoubtedly, Jesus could have rained down bread from heaven, but this time He placed
in the hands of the disciples the opportunity to be participants in the generous exchange
of bread and fish. If only Twitter was up and running back then, I can imagine the
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hashtags from the people: #BreadfromHeaven, #Manna2.0; or from the disciples:
#Jesusgivesthanks, #leftoversforallthetribes; or from Jesus: #DadIamsolikeyou,
#likeFatherlikeSon.
In the Old Testament, the individual gathering of manna every day was an
extremely effective way of feeding a large group of people wandering in the desert. It
revealed the presence of God with them through this daily activity of gathering. And it
satisfied their hunger for a day. Christians have continued this individualistic practice of
attempting to collect time alone with God as the provider of daily bread. But the New
Testament teaches a new delivery system for manna. The individual gathering of manna
was very effective, but with the new update, the people now ate together. In the New
Testament, community was formed around God providing, and today communities are
continuing to gather in social networking sites looking for something to sustain them.
Karen-Marie Yust, Brendan Hyde, and Cathy Ota reflect on the words of the fourteenth
century Christian mystic, Catherine of Siena, “‘This food strengthens little or much,
according to the desire of the recipient, whether he receives sacramentally or virtually’.
By this she meant that attentive engagement in an imaginative act of partaking in a sacred
ritual could have the same spiritual effect on a person as actual, physical participation in
the ritual.”88 Some go to social networking looking for provision or a place to see God
active; others are looking for a way to connect and forfeit their loneliness once and for
all.
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The argument that social networking sites don’t promote real community is highly
judgmental and frankly irrelevant. There are advantages and limitations, but it is here to
stay and can be many different things to different people. Voelz writes,
Social Networking has scars. It has holes. It might not fulfill every task to the
degree it advertises or like some people wish it would. But it’s a ‘thing.’ It is not
living and breathing, but it is a vehicle. Sometimes it’s a tool. Sometimes it’s a
platform. Sometimes it’s a care station. Sometimes it’s an information source.
Sometimes it’s a connection point. Sometimes it’s a bulletin board. But more than
all these things, Social Networking is a new way of communicating, and it is not
going away.89
It’s time to use social networking as a platform to move deeper into community. Social
networking can be a new discipline for sharing what God is doing in the lives of
Christians. Embedded in social networking is the platform for the pieces of individual
stories to come together so people can experience integration of their lives with God.
I remember a Saturday morning at my grandma’s house as a child. She had
brought home what looked like a Christmas tree ornament, but it was just the wire
structure of what was supposed to be a Christmas tree. She turned on the oven and said,
“We have work to do.” Pulling out her favorite sheet cake pan, she laid the ornament—
hollow, other than the wire frame—on the pan. We took these broken pieces of what I
thought was glass, but was probably plastic, and poured them into the wire frame—pieces
of greens and reds and yellows—until the frame was full. We baked it in the oven on low
heat for what seemed like eternity. When the oven dinged, we pulled out the cookie sheet,
and the Christmas tree ornament was whole. Many fragments, shards, and broken pieces
had become whole. The design was not perfect and the colors had faded, yet in this
mosaic display, wholeness was achieved.
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Admitting fragmentation of the sacred and secular is the easy part. The difficult
part is expressing wholeness in ways people can comprehend, practice, and experience.
The beauty of using social networking as a new platform for deeper relationships is that
people learn to share, with a generous exchange, what they have discovered in their own
stories of learning to follow Jesus. The shards, the fragments, the pieces of all the
individual stories can come together in a natural way inside the platform of social
networking. It’s not that I don’t believe in spiritual practices where withdrawal to the
desert and individual pursuit is king, but I believe it is too exclusive as a one-size-fits-all
technique. To quote Hawkins and Parkinson in regards to the dangerous posture of a onesize-fits-all mentality, “We had been telling our congregation for years, ‘We know what
your spiritual needs are, and we believe we know the program or activity that can best
meet those needs for you.’ We were wrong. A ‘one-size-fits-all’ process was not what
people needed.”90 I am more interested in helping people find their unique ways of
learning to pray, read the Bible, and practice other traditional disciplines. It is my hope to
help others discover the riches in their own stories and practices and then celebrate that
they have found their unique ways of following Jesus in community.
Korima for the Tarahumara tribe is found in the cliffs of Mexico’s Sierra Madre.
But maybe for Christians Korima can be found in the depths of social networking by
leveraging the power of mobile devices found inside pockets.

Summary
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The mobile device is the perfect platform for Technefication because of its
already frequent use in modern life and its functionality to capture what people want to
remember and what inspires them. People are hungry to attach meaning to their everyday;
they only need a new natural way to find this meaning that is rooted in the tradition of the
spiritual disciplines. The bridge needs to be built between what is labeled sacred and
secular, and I believe this can be done by utilizing a mobile device. People need to be
encouraged to read Scripture and see it in the context of their everyday lives, empowering
them for lasting change. But as I have discovered, “There is no ‘killer app’ for spiritual
growth.”91 I believe this is where Technefication answers the hunger people are feeling to
live integrated lives.
Last summer I went surfing for the first time. I had no idea how difficult it would
be to swim out against the current. I was so focused on getting up on the board and riding
the wave back in, but the difficulty I found in just getting out past the break in order to
catch the wave was more discouraging than I ever thought it could be. I was fatigued; I
was using muscles I had never used before. Many times I think this is the exact same
feeling people get when they attempt to participate in the traditional spiritual disciplines.
Underestimating the fatigue that results in attempting to accomplish these spiritual
disciplines, they become discouraged and quit.
Enter Technefication. As people use their phones to complete daily tasks like
checking email and text messages, they can be reminded to keep going in the same way a
surf instructor calls to a surfer paddling out, “You’re almost there! Thirty more feet and
you’ll be past the break!” Right in the moment when a push is needed to get through the
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break, encouragement from the instructor seems to be all that is needed to keep going.
Edwin Schlossberg writes, “If something awakens us, moves us, transforms us, makes us
feel and think in a new way, makes itself a part of us, that is a measure of greatness.
Great art is what challenges us to see ourselves and each other more clearly.”92 Scripture
attached to meaningful images of everyday life assists people in paying attention and
remaining in the Spirit of God in all areas of life. By utilizing the smartphone to do this in
a daily context, people can learn to abide in Christ.
Sections 4 and 5 of this dissertation will illustrate what a website designed for
Technefication might look like. The proposed artifact is a website. The website will
display Technefication in action as Scripture attached to a photo in a unique way that will
allow sharing to occur via social networking.
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SECTION 4: ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION

In my work with university students, I have discovered the use of images to be a
powerful teaching tool to help students see how God views them and interacts in the
world around them. Primarily, I have used images in one-on-one meetings with students
to help them engage their emotions, stories, and beliefs about God, family, life, and
themselves. Over and over, I have seen how images have captured a depth of
understanding about life with God that words sometimes fail to accomplish. In addition,
the number one thing I hear people say when asked how they want to grow in their faith
is that they want to understand Scripture better.
As a preacher, teacher, and director, I have used countless everyday images to
help people interpret what is going on in and around them. I have discovered a great need
for people to understand the signs around them–not just the signs that dictate where to go
and what to do (Stop, Go, Yield, etc.)–but the signs that help people understand where
they are. People have a great need to see the Kingdom of God here and now; they need
reminders in their everyday that God is active and present in their lives. As a First
Follower93 in my community of college students, I need more ways to help the people in
my zip code interpret the signs around us. I need more than a sermon time, Bible study,
and a one-hour weekly meeting to help my community see the integration of the sacred in
their everyday ordinary lives.
Enter Technefication.
In Section 3, I concluded that Technefication is a solution to the ministry problem
that there is a bifurcation of sacred and secular. This problem is demonstrated by the
93
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underutilization of technology in the church in regards to life with God–especially
knowing the Bible. I have chosen to create a Technefication website, an artifact
demonstrating fusing Scripture and photos in a simple, meaningful, and encouraging way
for the end user. The elements of this project are:
1. A Photo – People naturally take pictures of the things that inspire them, that make
them laugh, and that they want to remember. In this project, I will utilize real
everyday photos from people’s smartphones to create the following elements.

Figure 2: Photo taken with a smartphone. (Photo by Patrick J. Sehl, Jr.)
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2. A ScriptureTag – I will choose or paraphrase three or four words from the
selected person’s favorite Scripture verse that emphasize a particular part of the
verse. The ScriptureTag will illustrate one of the many potential highlights in that
passage of Scripture. Using the app Over94, I will place this text onto the photo.
The ScriptureTag in the example below is created from Hebrews 12:1: “Therefore
since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us throw off
everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us run with
perseverance the race marked out for us.”

Figure 3: Photo with a ScriptureTag.
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3. A Hashtag (#) – This is a short uplifting or witty phrase intended as the takeaway
or practical application of the Scripture verse. The hashtag will
fuse/connect/integrate the Scripture verse with everyday issues, activities,
environments, etc., and will lead into a blessing for those moments. Again, using
Over, I will place this hashtag text onto the photo.

Figure 4: Photo with ScriptureTag and Hashtag Combination.
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4. A Devotion – Using the selected photo, ScriptureTag, and hashtag, I will write a
brief devotion (maximum 500 characters) fusing together the everyday moment
and the Scripture verse in a way that highlights the extraordinary in the ordinary.
The structure of each devotion is:
a. A question about everyday moments illustrated by the selected photo
b. A comment about these life moments
c. The Scripture verse
d. A statement tying the Scripture verse and the hashtag illustrated by the
photo together
e. A Blessing
Have you ever felt like
your past keeps you
from being who God
has made you to be?
The voices in your
head from your
yesterday speak too
loudly today to hear
anything new.
Hebrews 12:1 “Since
we are surrounded by
such a great cloud of
witnesses, let us throw
off everything that
hinders. Let us run
with perseverance the
race marked out for
us.”
Throw it off, run free,
be you, and persevere.
May you be filled with
hope. Your tomorrow
starts today. You don't
stand alone! Be you!
It’s enough!
Figure 5: The finished product with the devotion.
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5. A Social Media Component – The final product of this process will become its
own entity comprising the top four elements in the form of a blog post (including
photo and text) the end user could share with his or her community via a social
networking site. This element is key, as it helps jumpstart conversation and
affirmation within the end user’s faith community.

Figure 6: Screenshot of Technefication posted in the social networking app Pressgram.95
95
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As it stands in its beta-version, this artifact is extremely limited because of its
dependability on my time and effort. However, when the artifact transitions from a
website to an app, the functionality will be handed off to the end user. The main
innovation in the progression to the app is the random Parable Generator button. The
addition of this function allows the end user to upload a photo in the app which will
randomly be assigned a ScriptureTag/Hashtag combination. If the user wishes to see a
different combination, clicking the button again will bring new combinations to the photo
until the user is satisfied with the fusion.
The app will include a way to link back to the content posted in this website. All
of the ScriptureTag/Hashtag combinations available in the app will have been previously
posted in the website, thus an end user can click on the link and view the devotion
originally posted in connection with that particular combination. My current plan is to
consider launching an app after the creation of 100 Technefication devotions, in addition
to securing funding for the app. Post-launch, I will continue to submit sets of
Technefication devotions to the website that will also be updated to the app.
The primary reason for not creating the app at this current time is the significant
amount of resources (i.e. money) that it will require. The secondary reason for choosing a
website is to prove the concept that people can grow in their ability to see God in the
ordinary by seeing photos and Scripture fused together. The third reason is that it allows
me time to create more new content to submit since each evolution/update of an app costs
more money and is cumbersome to the end user.

SECTION 5: ARTIFACT SPECIFICATION

Goals and Strategies
 What are the main goals for the Track 02 Artifact?
 My goal for this artifact is to help people make connections with their
daily lives and Scripture in a meaningful and memorable. This will be
accomplished by using the mobile device (in particular, the smartphone)
as a tool for engaging the spiritual practice of reading Scripture.


How will you test a “beta-version” of the Artifact and assess its success?
 I will test a beta-version of the artifact via a WordPress site, utilizing the
apps Pressgram and Over. By posting photos with their ScriptureTags and
hashtags along with a brief devotion onto my WordPress site,
www.pjsehl.com, end users will be able to view their own pictures I have
worked with and then share them via Facebook or Twitter as they choose.
In the beta-version, I will be solely responsible for choosing the pictures,
causing the interaction to be static in nature from this site. The end user
will need to come to the site to view the photos, make comments, and
share. My hope with a future app is that end users will be able to work
with their photos themselves.
 I began testing this process with a group of seventeen university students
on a weeklong retreat where together we explored the idea of seeing God
in the ordinary, specifically using images. I invited them to create several
hashtags as a way of learning to encourage one another.
 I gathered another test group of about twenty university students to test the
integration of this process. During the session, I invited the students to
take out their phones and find a picture in their photo stream that was
meaningful to them. Then I asked them to fuse that picture with the Bible
passage we were studying that day. I had them create a ScriptureTag from
that passage to fit with their picture, and I asked for some feedback on
how it might help them remember the Scripture.
 I also intend to invite a small test group of university students from where
I work to join me in an intensive session of integrating their photos from
their phones with their favorite verses. With this session, I will be able to
view first-hand how they engage in the process and how they share the
outcome.



How will you measure the success of your Artifact?
 WordPress Analytics will give me helpful measurement of traffic to my
WordPress site.
 I will also receive feedback from the small test group of university
students who create their own on how this process affects their
interactions with Scripture in their everyday.
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How will you adequately maintain the finished product over the long-haul (of its
life)?
 As this artifact gains traction, it will require attention and maintenance
from me to keep pushing out photos and devotions. But it is my hope that
this artifact will soon evolve into an app created and maintained by
SaltMedia that will allow end users more involvement in the photo and
devotion content. Upon completion of the beta-version, the activity will
move from my hands to the hands of the end user.

Audience
 Who is the primary intended audience/user of your completed Artifact?
 I am creating this artifact mostly for smartphone users who like taking
pictures with their phones, who want to learn more about the Bible, or
who are looking for a new way to engage with Scripture. I anticipate
university students being a primary target due to the nature of my job as
well as their natural tendency to use smartphones and social networking.


What do you want the audience/user to do/think/experience after encountering
your Artifact?
 I want the users of this artifact to see their photos in new ways, as well as
see Scripture in new ways. I want them to see and experience the
integration of Scripture into their daily lives. One example that expresses
my greatest hope for this experience comes from a co-worker. I told her
about my experiment, and she gave me a recent photo taken with her
phone and her favorite Bible verse. Shortly, I had created the
ScriptureTag, hashtags, and a short devotion for her photo and sent it back
to her. The next day I saw her in the hallway and she told me she couldn’t
look at the photo anymore without thinking about that Scripture. For her,
the photo and the Scripture were integrated in a meaningful way.



What task will your audience/user be trying to accomplish wherein your Artifact
might be utilized?
 I believe people who want to either understand Scripture better or see
Scripture in a new way will find this artifact helpful. It could be helpful to
the person who is beginning to learn about Scripture and wanting to make
sense of it, as well as the person who is very familiar with Scripture, but
may need to hear or see it in a fresh and new way.

Artifact Scope and Content
 Define the scope of your Artifact. What will be the technical and content
parameters for your Artifact?
 The artifact for this dissertation project is a WordPress website,
www.pjsehl.com. The content will consist of a picture and a Scripture
verse, which will be solicited from the users who choose to participate in
the project. The content will be developed and pushed out in the form of
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blog posts, which can be shared by the users, if they so choose, via
Facebook and Twitter.


How will the content of your Artifact be organized?
 The blog posts will follow the same basic pattern. First, the main portion
of the post will be the user’s picture with a ScriptureTag and hashtag
placed on the picture (using the app Over). Following the picture will be a
short devotion (maximum 500 characters) I will write, tying the photo and
Scripture together.



What special technical or functional requirements are needed?
 The technical requirements are to secure and maintain a URL and to
create, maintain, and populate a WordPress site. The functional
requirements are to utilize the apps Pressgram and Over as the modifiers
of each individual blog post.
Budget
 What is the entire budget (line-item) for the Artifact?
 Hosting and Domain Name Fee—$120
 Genesis Themes Subscription—$80


What hardware and software may be required to complete the Artifact?
 The hardware required is a host of Apple products: an iPhone, iPad, and
MacBook Pro. On these devices I have implemented the apps Pressgram
and Over. I have created a WordPress site, www.pjsehl.com, to house the
artifact. For people to engage with this artifact, they must possess a
smartphone.



Outsourcing fees?
 Not applicable at this point.



Ongoing personnel/administrative support costs?
 The ongoing fees will be the maintenance of the website URL and
subscription to the themes required by Genesis Themes. There are no
personnel fees at this point. However, when/if the artifact transforms into
an app, significant fees will be paid to the creative team at Salt Media. Salt
Media is local to Wichita, Kansas, and is standing by to see how the betaversion goes and is eager to assist in the creation of an app.

Promotion
 How will you market or make available your Artifact to your intended
audience/users?
 I lean heavily on Facebook and Twitter for the initial marketing, as well as
word of mouth. Each post I write will be linked to a specific person. That
person will be motivated to share the photo to their social networking
platforms. I expect traffic will flow to the website as friends of friends will
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want to see where this photo originated. There will be a link to the website
embedded in the photo to direct people back to the website from the
different social networking platforms.


What is your overall marketing strategy?
 The overall marketing strategy will be word of mouth and social
networking. It will be a grassroots plan relying on people rather than print
advertising. In the future, I may also utilize us.moo.com to produce “moo”
business cards to advertise this project to people I meet.

Standards of Publication
 What are the standards of publication particular to the chosen media genre?
 I have chosen the app Pressgram, created by John Saddington, as the
standard of publication. Pressgram is designed with the purpose of posting
photos into a WordPress blog. Embedded in Pressgram is the requirement
of the creation of content or hashtags with a word limitation of 500
characters for the actual blog post. I believe this setup will work perfectly
with what I want to accomplish. While Pressgram is new, I believe it has
set the standard of photo sharing to a WordPress blog.


What is the rationale for your choices?
 My rationale for choosing Pressgram is that it respects the rights of the
photographer in a way that Instagram and Facebook have not yet
understood. Pressgram allows the owner of the photo to retain ownership
unlike the other social networking sites.

Action Plan
The action plan outlines how you will complete the Track 02 Artifact in a timely manner.
The action plan considers three areas in preparation for completing the Artifact:
1. Identifying the various components of the Track 02 Artifact
a. Secure URL
b. Deploy WordPress site www.pjsehl.com
c. Deploy functionality between WordPress site and Facebook/Twitter
d. Implement test group at the university where I work
2. Identifying the technical skills required to complete the Artifact. This includes:
a. Identifying the specific skills necessary to develop the Artifact within the
chosen medium
1. Design and deploy a WordPress site with the appropriate social
networking components
2. Utilizing the apps Pressgram and Over
b. Offering an assessment of the advisee's present skill-set
1. Currently I am at a very low level when it comes to designing and
deploying the WordPress site, but I am at a high rate of skill
acquisition
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3. Developing a timeline. This includes:
a. Outlining when and how the advisee will acquire the necessary skills
(when applicable) to correct present deficiencies
1. It will be a continuous learning process ending on January 15,
2014
b. Setting deadlines for when the various components of the Track 02
Artifact will be completed
1. It will be a continuous process ending on January 15, 2014

SECTION 6: POSTSCRIPT

At the start of this doctor of ministry program, I was looking at ways technology
affects the human brain and particularly how technology influences people’s lives with
God. My bias going into the process was that technology was harming spiritual lives and
needed to be restricted in order for growth into Christlikeness. However, as I studied
leading authors on technology, the brain, and spiritual formation, I discovered a
significant bifurcation between the sacred and the secular in regards to the use of
technology in spiritual practices. As my bias against technology lessened, I began to
discover the need for integration of technology in the lives of Christians, specifically in
spiritual practices. In no way did I set out to create a new spiritual practice but found
myself with no other option than to assist this integration by the creation of a spiritual
practice. With the rise of the usage of mobile devices and the overwhelming presence of
the YouVersion Bible app, the platform for interconnectedness was created. My work
then shifted to creating Technefication.
Dr. Leonard Sweet was instrumental in assisting this shift. His book, I Am a
Follower, changed my life as far as not focusing so much on being a leader, but being a
follower of Jesus in my everyday life. I had been trying to figure out how to be a leading
voice in the field of spiritual formation, and what I discovered was that by being a
follower, I could develop a spiritual practice that could help people in their everyday
lives, rather than adding another voice to the discussion of spiritual formation. I began to
ask the question, “How can I follow Jesus every day?” I realized the solution was in the
technology in my pocket. The shift from leader to follower was less about a long-term
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impact and more about learning how to be renewed every day. It was that process of
everyday renewal that led me to focus on the smartphone.
My vision was to create an app that would fuse together one’s photo stream and
the Bible into a daily parable generator. This demanded a high level of interaction
between the end user and the app. As I began learning about app development, I found
the process to be cumbersome for the end user and very costly. I decided instead to create
a website for Technefication devoted to helping people see Scripture come to life in a
new way through the use of photos, ScriptureTags, hashtags, and short devotions. The
Artifact initially will be populated by a small number of people’s photos and mostly my
writing, however; in the future, I hope to create a larger platform of connectivity for
others to use their own photos, Scriptures, and devotional writing. Long term, I hope to
eventually create an app that will assist in this process of Technefication and allow all the
work to be done by the end user.

APPENDIX: ARTIFACT SCREENSHOTS

Figure 7: The “Home” page of www.pjsehl.com.
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Figure 8: The “About Me” page of www.pjsehl.com.
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Figure 9: The “Parable Generator” page of www.pjsehl.com.
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Figure 10: The “Journey to the Tool” page of www.pjsehl.com.
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Figure 11: The “Journey to the Tool” page (continued) of www.pjsehl.com.
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Figure 12: “Look Up” post.
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Figure 13: “She Will Not Fail” post.
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Figure 14: “How Long?” post.
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Figure 15: “She Can Laugh” post.
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Figure 16: “I Am Not Alone” post.
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Figure 17: Follow Me.
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